Process Creative: From four style of paintings in Sabah
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Abstract
The creative process usually refers to the creation of something new and unique. This paper discussed the process creation of the four genres in painting that is applied by visual artists in Sabah. Researchers used the theoretical framework approach from the updated model of process creation in the visual art-making domain to explain the operation of producing intellectual property in visual art mainstream. This research involved interview process for 20 artists from Northern Borneo, Sabah. The outcome of this research explained the differentiation between four approaches of painting genre in the form of the creative process involved.
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1.0 Introduction
Visual arts cover works of art from various medium and media approaches such as paintings and sculpture. Art has multiple definitions and even deep discussion which has been done by academia since decades ago. Among the well-known philosophers in discussing the theory of art are 'imitation' by Plato, 'redemption' by Nietzsche, 'the communication of feelings' by Tolstoy, 'fetish' from Adrian Piper and 'virtual' from Douglas Davis. However, the updated definition indicated that art gives its meaning based on the perspective of the audience itself (Bourdieu & Darbel, 1997; Dawey, 1989). Besides, other statements stated the Experience of the visual arts has two components, namely cognition and emotion (Bailisssen & Ostermann, 1998; Silvia 2005). This definition also motivates researchers to select the scope of the study on the analysis of creative processes in the work of art.

According to Emre (2012), to be an original, unique and contemporary artist that is permanent, every work that has been produced should be the result of a discovery. He also explained that "although artistic results are unexpected or magical discovery as an artist, it must change the findings to a knowledge that can be shared and beneficial to society", which clearly showed the importance of critical thinking in producing a work of art. Necessary process and critical thinking in the creative process of creating artwork will reflect its value and quality. Hence this process showed the contemporary artistic nature that should be applied in each of the works. However, intellectual property should be viewed again and evaluated for its quality.

This is one of the reasons why the director of the Sabah Art Gallery, Madam Jennifer stated that visual arts artists in the state of Sabah needed to be advanced and matured in producing paintings to uplift the local artworks'. Mature in terms of technique and the way of thinking of an artist in which that the work produced involved deep thinking and not just from the surface. She pointed out her

2.0 Literature Review

The creative process involved in the production of various artwork for different art genre may have differences. However, Mozart, the writers, artists and other actors generally emphasized the importance of inspiration in the creative process (Harding, 1948). Some psychology literature on the creative process, humanism, and social comparison usually mentioned the importance of inspiration during creative activity (Thrash & Elliot, 2003). Research on the creative process in psychology domain has been done for a decade such as Dudek & Cote (1994), Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi (1976), and Wallas (1926). Although there are numerous studies and theories produced for this topic, most of them recognized that the creative process involves four major factors (Sawyer, 2006).

Creativity literally referred to the quintessential and uniquely of human characteristic manifested in art galleries, concert halls, and science laboratories, also existing in everyday activities (Runco 2004). This leads to the definition that the product is resulting from genuine, unique and useful of creative thinking (Mumford, 2003; Ambile & Tighe, 1993; Gardner, 1989; Sternberg, 1985). In relation to that, it is emphasized that the creative process is practical and does not refer to the phonology or formulation of a method to be a person who possesses creativity.

![Fig. 1: Model of the creative process in the domain of art-making by Mace and Ward (2002).](image)

For the purposes of this research, researchers used the creative process model from Mace & Ward (2002), which has been designed using grounded theory analysis of creativity in the domain of art-making. The study conducted by Mace referred to the work of fine arts, in general, referring two and three-dimensional applications. Justification from this creative process model been used by researchers in this study are to obtain the information in a creative world that cannot be proved through laboratory studies. Furthermore, creativity in the visual arts domain was different from the creative process, which is practised domains such as architecture, science, Scriptwriting and music (Glaveanu, 2013). A study in the field of psychological science has made more exposure on the phenomenon for this human nature using a laboratory approach, some of them was focusing on neuroscientific research on creativity that emphasized large-scale brain differences such as hemispheric differences and creative thinking generation (Jung, 2010; Fink, 2009, Chaves-Eaklie, 2007; Greake & Hansen, 2005; Bekhtereva, 2001; Miller, 2000 and Carlsson, 2000).

Table 1. The components of process creation in the domain of art-making by Mace and Ward (2002).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th>Stage 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artwork conception</td>
<td>Idea development</td>
<td>Making the artwork</td>
<td>Finishing the artwork and resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea conception.</td>
<td>We are structuring an idea.</td>
<td>Preparation.</td>
<td>She is exhibiting the artwork.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea selection.</td>
<td>Enriching, expanding and discovering</td>
<td>It was the beginning of the artwork.</td>
<td>No exhibiting the artwork.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restructuring.</td>
<td>Developing, expanding, and restructuring.</td>
<td>Ongoing and developing art-making knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shelving or abandoning the work.</td>
<td>Shelving or abandoning the work.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.0 Method
This research involved 20 listed Sabah local artists that are also the community of Sabah's visual art. The selection for the artists was based on the work that highlighted the consistency in producing works. The average respondents have experiences in the Sabah art scene for over ten years. The majority of their age ranges are the 40s. There are seven informants represent the genre of Photorealism art, 5 represent Abstract, 4 represent Contemporary painting, and 3 represent Naive art genre. In order to gather the descriptive data and visual observation, a semi-structured interview for every participated artist was conducted. An observation was constructed to accommodate unanticipated discussion from the initial data sources. After the interview took place, the recorded data are analyzed using the process of creative coding frame presented in diagram 1, 2, 3 and 4

4.0 Results and Discussion
4.1 Photorealism painter
Referring to the following diagram 1, the group of painters in this stream was more likely to be involved in the activity of the fourth stage. Stage four was the exhibition stage, and the resolution has influenced the overall creative process by 39%, followed by the third stage of Making artwork by 39%. This clearly showed that photorealism paintings do not involve the process of developing the idea (second stage) and devising the artwork concept (first stage). The second stage of the creative process involved components such as structuring an idea, enriching, expanding, discovering idea, restructuring idea, followed by evaluation of idea and shelving or abandoning the work. This clearly showed that the works of photorealism painters had set aside the development process of ideas in their art-making process.

![Diagram 1: Result for Photorealisme painting](image1)

4.2 Naive painter
The naive painting also revealed the weighting on the first stage for the initial conceptual idea during their creative process. During the stage of idea conception, the abstract painter seeks to identify either implicit or explicit idea or feeling that could be the potential as the idea of their artwork. Then, the preliminary idea will go through the idea selection process before each idea was developed conceptually and physically. As mentioned in diagram 2, the Naive paintings in Sabah focused more on the selection of subjects or images that represented the idea of conveying their work of art. One of the explanations for this was in the brainchild of naive art gives an important role in explaining the whole production work (Walker, 1992). The naive painting was less involved in developing ideas in their creative process because the growth of idea was based on a subject selection. The current study for the idea selection process was sufficient to support the overall development of conceptual, physical and expression in their personal artworks.

![Diagram 2: Result for Naive painting](image2)

4.3 Abstract painter
Referring to the following diagram 3, the work of abstract artists showed the percentage of activity in the first stage was higher than the percentage of the other three phases. The first stage of designing the work conception included the components of initial inspiration and idea selection. The entire creative process was almost balanced but clearly showed the flaw in the second stage, which are developing the idea. The painters are more focused on the preliminary ideas, and less emphasized on the importance of the
idea developed in the production of work and the time of its application on the canvas surface. This was influenced by the instiutive emotion and personal spontaneity of the painter himself.

### 4.2 Contemporary painter

The results of a contemporary artist base on diagram 4, analysis can be seen that the creative process involved was uniform and balanced in the four phases involved. Each phase recorded has over 20% activity involving the art-making process. This showed that the painter managed a delicate balance between the art-making activity and creative discovery outcomes. However, diagram 4 displayed that the action in the third stage was more progressive and effective in terms of advancing process of development. Most of the contemporary painting was engaged in a various and dynamic combination materials or techniques to challenge the boundaries that were already well underway in the painting realm. That was one of the reasons contemporary painting comprised a few different experiments to convey their personal expressions in the artwork and selection of materials or techniques accordingly. The technical action to construct the body of artwork was conducted during the third stage and it was composed during the development, expanding and restructuring point.

### 5.0 Conclusion

This study clearly showed that the photorealism paintings have a less balanced process of creativity compared to the other three realms of paintings appraised by the painters in Sabah. Most of the photorealism painting in Sabah was considered as a craft and are intended for commercial purposes. Hence, the creative processes involved are minimal to facilitate quick and easy creation of work to increase productivity without emphasizing the quality of the results in terms of intellectual and critical thinking. This was also due to the clients such as tourists, or craft enthusiasts are often the target for the painters. The clients were less concerned about the quality of the work from the aspect of intuition and the value of the art essence. Reflecting on the issue of visual art scenarios in Sabah, this study has proved that the paintings from Photorealism domain showed a lack in the aspect of creative and analytical thinking creative process. It was seen from the action results that occurred in the idea development process prior to the application of ideas on canvas. The contemporary realm manages to persuade a lot of active development in the second and third stage of the creative process. Development process constituted experiences of an artist, find the base in which that has been previously done, that is the excitation of some contact with the world undergoes a successive transformation (Dewey,1934). This activity explained the impulse, and it's direct towards fulfillment between the artist and his personal intuition (Glaveanu, 2012). Literally, the distinction between modern and contemporary art is modern art challenges the conventions of representation, while contemporary art challenges the very notion of an artwork (Heinich, 2014). The character of contemporary itself is demanding a critical action in producing a substantial work of art in terms of physical and conceptual values.

The whole creative process involved in the four stages explained the differences regarding their distinct approaches highlighted in each of these stages. An abstract painting is an attempt to reproduce an illusion of visible reality. Most of the abstract painters referred to abstract expressionism using a spontaneous and subconscious creation approaches to create a new kind of art which would encompass the fundamental changes taking place in technology, science, and philosophy. The spontaneous institution happened during the phase of making an artwork consists of developing, expanding and restructuring visually and conceptually in regard to the personal expression content. Both abstract and naive painting give more attention to getting inspiration or motivation for the next move.
due to the highest-ranking recorded in the first phase. An inspiration can encourage a creative idea to fruition, and that creative inspiration often takes a specific form of transmission called actualization (Thrash, 2010).

According to Duxbury, L (2007), David Thomas quoted that every practice of creating works of art are unique. Which mean artistic practice was complexly informed of physical, theoretical and intellectual activity where public and privat world meet. A word by the public and private world referred to the different intertwined objective, subjective, rational and intuitive processes owned by each artist. Each form was practised by each artist differs according to his own background, experience, knowledge or objective. This study has successfully demonstrated that subjective process explanation based on the fundamentals and ethics realm from their art styles that they pursue. In summary, the present study aimed to analyze the creative process implicate during the painting artmaking by selecting four painting styles in Sabah using the same coding frame. Analysis results showed the possible similarity and differences in the process of creative patterns between that realms in order to understand the current Sabah’s art scene. This finding also is very fruitful for our efforts to build awareness for the visual art community in Sabah in terms of enhancing creativity and expression setting and beyond.
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